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Overview

1) NICER Light Leak work 
2) Update on 3C 273 analysis 

3) IACHEC Online  
4) Summary
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Light Leak
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Example undershoot rate versus time 
plot for all detectors 

Taken from first observations of 
Jupiter from Nov. 16, 2023 

Note 5-5 and 2-6 are highly elevated

First Jupiter Observation
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Light Leak
Area missing calculated from high 
fidelity images taken by astronaut on ISS 

Detectors that agree (i.e., are in the top 
five between image and undershoot 
analysis highlighted in green 

Relatively good agreement between 
image and undershoot analysis 

Other work: Detector window analysis, 
optical blocking filter analysis, shelf 
analysis, pulsed crab emission 
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Background

• NICER is a non-imaging instrument so no simultaneous 
background is obtained 

• Must rely on blank sky backgrounds and/or background 
models to subtract background
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Two ways of handling background
Remillard et al. 2022
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IACHEC Observing Campaign 3C 273
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IACHEC Observing Campaign 3C 273

7 total epochs included
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First NICER observation of 3C 273
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First observation light curves

NICER
XMM pn (SW)

XMM MOS1/2 SW

NuSTAR FMPA/B
Swift-XRT WT

Chandra HETGS

26.75 ks
45.9 ks

64.5/62.7 ks

34.7 ks
6.7/11.7 ks

26.9 ks
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• Followed Madsen et al. (2017) 
• Spectra extracted from each observatory following standard procedures 

(e.g., reprocessing, cleaning) 
• Spectra binned to 1 count per bin for use with C-stat 
• Spectra fit in 1-5 keV energy range 
• Updated HI4PI NH maps give 1.69x1020 cm-2 (HI4PI collab. et al. 2016) 
• NH fixed to 1.79x1020 cm-2 using Wilms abundances (Wilms et al. 2000) 

and Verner cross-sections (Verner et al. 1996) 
• C-stat used for fitting spectra 
• Chi-square/d.o.f. reported by loading in best-fit cstat model and using 

50 cts/bin data

Procedure
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• Updated Swift-XRT analysis, now using online analysis tools, improved 
light curve and better agreement between Swift and other spectra 

• Now using fluxcorr and caladjustment for XMM-Newton. 
• Merging both NICER observations and both Swift observations

Analysis updates

Old                                                                          New
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Preliminary Results 1-5 keV
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Preliminary Results 1-5 keV

With abscorr for XMM-Newton
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Preliminary Results 3-7 keV
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Preliminary Results 3-7 keV

With abscorr for XMM-Newton
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IACHEC Online 

Made by Felix
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• Website includes spectra reduced by each 
observatory team 

• Python notebooks that will download the 
spectra from website 

• Models used will also be included 
• Notebooks can be used to choose energy 

ranges and produce contour plots

IACHEC Online 
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• Can eventually include analysis scripts through Python notebooks, 
which will download the observations and reduce them, fit the spectra, 
and plot contours. 

• Swift online has API, so is scriptable. All other pipelines can also be run 
through a python interface (CIAO, heasoftpy, SAS notebooks).

IACHEC Online 
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• Good: Would allow for results from all IACHEC observing campaigns to be 
easily accessible to the community 

• Many datasets go unpublished, once scripts are made, all subsequent 
datasets for a given source can be analyzed quickly 

• Users can fit in energy ranges they are most interested in and not ones 
predefined by us 

• Bad: Users can fit in energy ranges they are most interested in and not 
ones predefined by us. Model may be invalid in energy range chosen. 

• Some models are complex and may need lots of explanation (e.g., Cas A) 
• May lead to users asking many questions about analysis that would need 

to be answered

Good and Bad
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• NICER has taken part in 6 (7 with NuSTAR) calibration observing campaigns of 
3C 273 

• Re-started the analysis of these is observations with an updated analyses for 
XMM-Newton and Swift-XRT, with results still consistent with Madsen et al. 
(2017) 

• We should consider ways to make the IACHEC datasets and analyses more 
accessible to the community, hosting these spectra in a public database could 
hep facilitate this, but will require some upfront work from the observatory 
teams 

• I appreciate any feedback, questions, and/or suggestions!

Summary


